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2016 AAACT Business Conference 

AAACT Scholarship "Live Auction" 

We are pleased to report that the 2016 "LIVE AUCTION" netted $3,848.50 for the AAACT Scholarship Fund. 

There were some great items auctioned off this year, including:   

� Courtesy of Asheville Powertrain, Asheville, NC:  Hand-Blown Glass Christmas Ornament; Bird 
Cage Candle Holder with LED Candle; Hand-Beaded Christmas Ornament Cover by Native Alaskan 
Athabashan Woman; Bluebird Candle Holder; Gold Leaf and Bird Bowl (metal); Grace Teaware Teapot; 
Blue Italian Spode Cheese Knife and 6 Spreaders; Official Disney Minnie Mouse Sequined Electronic 
Tablet Case; Marble Based Elephant; Crystal Candleholder; Botanical Bowl; (3) Green Money Glasses; 
Botanical Platter; “Daily Menu” Placemats (Set of 4 cork-backed); Lenox Paring Knife; Oleg Cassini 
Perfume Bottle; Hammer Plus; Woven Round Basket; Decorative Bowl and 3 Balls (Gold); Vera 
Bradley Basket (Includes Basket, Villager Tote, Euro Wallet, Traveler Cosmetic Bag, Coin Purse, Key 
Ring, and Luggage Tag) with Bottle of Biltmore Wine; Williamsburg “Welcome” Gift Basket; 
Williamsburg “Owl” Gift Basket; Duck Quilt – Hand Stitched by Letha Sigado; Williamsburg Tote & 
Canvas Picture; AAACT Quilt – Hand-Stitched by Letha Sigado; Blue Diamond Earrings.   

� Courtesy of Marriott Winston-Salem, NC:  Gift Certificate for a complimentary two-night stay for two 
(2) with breakfast for two (2) at the Marriott Winston-Salem.   

� Courtesy of Kingsmill Resort, Williamsburg, VA:  Gift Certificate for a complimentary two night stay 
in a one-bedroom suite, a round of golf for two (2) and breakfast for two (2) both mornings at Kingsmill 
Resort, Williamsburg, VA.   

� Courtesy of Rick Brown, Auto Supply Co., Winston-Salem, NC:  Two (2) Paintings by Cindy Brown. 

� Courtesy of Piston Ring & Machine Co., Washington, NC:  Two (2) Coastal Fishing Trips for Two 
(2) Men (Includes Dinner and Lodging)Kitchen Plaque; Goody Basket; Sterling Silver Bracelet with 
White Sapphires; Fall Wreath; Beaded Necklace.   

� Courtesy of Rita Wieskamp, AAACT, Inc., Rutherfordton, NC:  Williamsburg – Raleigh Tavern 
Needlepoint Picture.  

� Courtesy of Mark Savage, Exide, Rockingham, NC:  23” Flat Screen TV; Electric Flat Tire Inflator; 
Mechanics Tool Set; Kitchen Knife Assortment. 
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� Courtesy of Doug Moore, Superior Parts Co., Pickens, SC:  (2) Studebaker Pictures.   

� Courtesy of Battery Service, Charlotte, NC:  (2) Two Battery Jump Starters. 

� Courtesy of Jack Scholler, Statesville, NC:  (6) Bags of Golf Balls (18 balls per bag) 

� Courtesy of Miller Parts & Paint, Benson, NC:  (2) “Big Larry” Power Work Light with Holster; (2) 
Nebo Rechargeable Flashlights; (3) Clipster Ture Utility Knives; Eco Lantern; 770 Camo Flashlight.  

� Courtesy of Jenkins Automotive, Rockingham, NC:  Knife Set in Wooden Block. 

ADDITIONAL DONATIONS INCLUDED: 

� Courtesy Ron White, Duragloss, Burlington, NC:  $100.00 Cash. 

� Courtesy Eddie Williams, NAPA American Auto Parts, Lincolnton, NC:  $100.00 Cash. 

� Courtesy of Bobby Flowers, The Flowers Co., Hickory, NC:  $200.00 Cash. 

� Courtesy of Piston Ring & Machine, Washington, NC: $100.00 Cash. 

� ALSO . . . . . Door Prizes valued at $80.00 were donated by various individuals, 

Further details regarding next year's Conference and Scholarship Fund "fund-raiser" will be available soon. 

INDUSTRY NEWS 

Demographics Boost DIFM 
"The mix of Do-It-Yourself (DIY) and Do-It-For-Me (DIFM) car and light truck repair in the U.S. is influenced strongly by 
two major population age groups. Consumers 18 to 35 have high rates of DIY activity, while those over 35 years old are 
predominantly DIFM automotive consumers.  Over the next ten years, striking differences will occur in the growth patterns 
of these two consumer age groups, with a general share decline in the percentage of Americans 18 to 35 years old while 
those over 35 years of age comprise a larger and growing portion of the U.S. population. These demographic 
developments will help shape the DIY and DIFM segments of the automotive repair market." ~ Jim Lang 

Age Group Impact.  Consumer demographics will play a significant role in the growth rates of the DIY and DIFM 
segments of the car and light truck aftermarket over the next ten years (2016 to 2025). 

DIY Rates by Age Groups.  Two major population age groups exert great influence on the mix of DIY and DIFM repair in 
the car and light truck aftermarket. Do-It-Yourself automotive repair activity is generally much higher among consumers 18 
to 35 years old than it is with older age groups. There are a number of social and economic reasons for this. Saving 
money is the most important reason most consumers perform Do-It-Yourself automotive repair, and consumers 18 to 35 
years old on average have lower income levels than older Americans. This income difference has been made even more 
acute by the Great Recession of 2008. 

Higher DIY Activity.  Consumers over 35 years old are much more likely to have mechanics install products than they 
are to perform automotive DIY work. Saving money, at least the amount of money that can be saved by performing 
common automotive repairs, is generally less important to Americans over 35 years old than it is with younger age groups 
because of the differences in their average annual incomes. 

DIY Activities Shift.  Automotive DIY repair frequency declines among consumers over 35 years old. Do-It-Yourselfers in 
this age group discover they can save more money by performing home improvement Do-It-Yourself jobs instead of 
working on their vehicles. While overall DIY activity does not necessarily decline among older age groups compared to 
younger Americans, there generally is a shift from automotive DIY repairs to other types of Do-It-Yourself activity, 
particularly home improvement projects. 

U.S. Population Shift.  U.S. consumers 18 to 34 years old fell in population percentage between 2000 and 2015, as their 
share slipped approximately one-tenth, 3.1%. Consumers 35 and older, on the other hand, increased sharply as a 
percentage of the nation's population, climbing over one-eighth in population share between 2000 and 2015. 
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Continuing Population Shift.  The U.S. consumer age shift will continue over the next ten years (2016 through 2025). 
The population share of consumers 35 and older will increase by an estimated 3.5%, while younger Americans (18 to 34) 
will decline approximately 1.0% in population share. The growth of Americans 35 years and older will be seven times 
greater than the increase in those 18 to 34. 

Demographic Force.  This age shift of the U.S population will exert downward pressure on DIY automotive activity from 
2016 through 2025, while fueling the DIFM share of light vehicle aftermarket repair. Between 2016 and 2025, changes in 
U.S. population share of two major age groups (18 to 35 years and over 35 years old) will favor an increase in the DIFM 
share of the overall car and light truck aftermarket and reduce the DIY aftermarket product percentage. 

(Source: Jim Lang, Publisher) 

MANAGEMENT NOTES 

Selling is Changing... Not Really 
[By: John Chapin] 

This past week I’ve received three separate e-mails from various sales gurus talking about how much sales has changed. 
While the internet, social media, and advances in technology have altered some of the peripheral aspects of selling, the 
foundational principles and keys that lead to sales success have remained the same. 

Sales Facts that will Always Remain the Same 

Fact 1: Sales IS still a numbers game 
99.9% of the time failure in sales is due to a lack of activity. In other words, not making enough calls. Now that we have 
the internet, I know sales reps who spend hours looking up background information on prospects before they call them. 
This is a mistake. Look up the information a prospect would reasonable expect you to have, but don’t spend hours being 
perfect. Just look up some quick information and make the call. 

Another way technology can work against us is that some people believe they have to be technical experts before they 
call anyone. An insurance agent I know spent a full six months in the office studying cyber liability because he had to 
know everything before he could speak to anyone. The insurance agent is a producer (salesperson) first, not an 
underwriter (technician). The reality is: you will never know everything and this is usually just an excuse to avoid doing the 
hard work of making lots of calls. Also, just because you now have the internet to look up information doesn’t mean you 
should be spending hours “preparing” at the expense of making calls. Just get some basics and make the call. Learn what 
you need to learn so you don’t make any careless or “stupid” mistakes, but focus more on activity than on being 
technically proficient. 

Fact 2: You’re still the expert. 
While it’s true that today’s consumer is, generally speaking, better informed than in years past, you’re still the expert who 
has probably forgotten more than they will ever know. The famous author Malcolm Gladwell once said that it takes roughly 
10,000 hours of study to master one’s craft. While you may not be at the 10,000-hour mark yet, you are still far better off 
than someone who has spent 5, 10, or even 40 hours on the internet studying your industry and products. You live in your 
business every day, the prospect doesn’t. People still need an honest, straight-forward salesperson who understands the 
subtleties and idiosyncrasies and can educate them on what’s best for them. 

Fact 3: Face-to-face and phone are still the most effective ways to sell. 
Have you ever NOT received an e-mail that someone swore they sent to you? It just happened to me again two weeks 
ago. In addition to the fact that you can’t always rely on an e-mail, LinkedIn in-mail, or other “internet” communication to 
reach the person, you also lose the most important parts of communication such as voice tone and body language. 
Couple that with the fact that electronic communication distances you and dehumanizes the experience. For these 
reasons, in-person communication is always the most effective followed second by Skype, and other face-to-face apps, 
and third by phone communication. 

Electronic communication serves its purpose which is: short-sweet, non-critical communication in which you are simply 
conveying information. What kills me is when I see salespeople using an e-mail for initial communication or during an 
important part of the selling process. In this case they are simply hiding behind technology because they are afraid to 
make a call. Also keep in mind that even non-critical electronic communication has to be backed up with a phone call or 
in-person contact to ensure it was received. 

You have much more impact when people can see and/or hear you. Don’t hide behind technology and spam people on 
the initial and other important communications. 
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Fact 4: It IS still all about relationships and doing what’s best for the other person. 
There is no “new relationship selling” or “solution selling.” The best have always focused on the long-term relationship and 
the best possible solution for the prospect, even if it involved sending someone to the competition. The best have always 
been seen as a peer and business partner looking out for the best interests of the prospect. 

The bottom line is: the only way sales has changed is for those doing it the wrong way. Years ago you could pull 
the wool over someone’s eyes, get away with not knowing as much, have subpar sales and people skills, and not work as 
hard. That said, the people who have always done it right, have found little has changed over the years. For them, being 
great at sales still requires that you work hard and make the calls, communicate effectively, build the personal 
relationships, are professional, knowledgeable, put the other person first, and embody the character traits of honesty and 
integrity. 

John Chapin is a sales and motivational speaker and trainer. For his free newsletter, or if you would like him to speak at 
your next event, go to: www.completeselling.com John has over 29 years of sales experience as a number one sales rep 
and is the author of the 2010 sales book of the year: Sales Encyclopedia. For permission to reprint, e-mail: 
johnchapin@completeselling.com. 

LEGAL / LEGISLATIVE 

EPA Issues Final Rule On R-134a Refrigerant 
The EPA has issued a final rule permitting only certified technicians to purchase R-134a refrigerant used in most vehicle 
air conditioners. However, an exemption exists to allow refrigerants to be sold in containers under two pounds only, if 
equipped with self-sealing valves. 

The new rules take effect January 1, 2018 and is aimed at reducing ozone-depleting emissions. 

"We're pleased with what the EPA did," Aaron Lowe, senior vice president of regulatory and government affairs for the 
Auto Care Association, said. "We think it's a positive step and appreciate that they worked with us." 

The EPA originally wanted to ban all small containers used by DIYers, Lowe said. The containers allow venting of the 
refrigerant when the can is not connected to a vehicle. 

Self-sealing valves are already required in California, where the rule has been extremely effective, Lowe said. 

The nationwide changes shouldn't have a big impact on mechanics, Lowe said. They'll need to show a certification to 
purchase, but most are already certified as-is, he said. Retailers selling small containers of the refrigerant will be able to 
sell though any remaining inventory after the rule takes effect. 

"Almost every auto parts store sells these," Lowe said. And, they'll likely continue to do so, only with new containers, he 
said. 
* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *  

Family Leave Act [FMLA] Handbook Available 
The USDOL has recently compiled a very useful employer tool. For companies having 50 or more employees, within a 75 
mile radius, the Family Medical Leave Act [FMLA] can be a big headache. The Department has created an employer 
handbook to help explain the law and use as a tool when administering the benefits. A copy of the handbook can be found 
at:  https://biog.dol.gov/2016/07/14/what-employers-need-to-know-about-the-family-and-medical-leave-act/ 
* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *  

New Federal Labor Law Posters 
AAACT, Inc. has new, updated Federal "All-In-One" Labor Law Posters, which include Federal Labor Law 
Requirements for all Employees, and the recently revised Fair Labor Standards Act (FLSA) aka Minimum Wage Notice, 
and Polygraph Protection Act available for purchase.   

For your convenience, we are offering them in "English" at $16.75/Each, plus postage.  Please let us know how many 
posters you need.   

____ Federal "All-In-One" Labor Law Posters (English) @ $16.75/Each + Postage 

If you have any questions and/or would like to place an order, you can contact Rita Wieskamp at 800-849-8037; Fax: 828-
286-4847; or send her an email at RWieskampAAACT@aol.com.  
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AAACT NEWS 

Recovery One Program Reminder 
Debt Collection Services for AAACT Members 

Recovery One is now pleased to offer accounts receivable management and debt collection services to AAACT 
members. Recovery One will locate and contact the responsible parties to recover monies owed to your business for 
items such as open invoices, services, and more. They will use proven collection methods and techniques designed to 
maximize recoveries. Recovery One will customize their processes and procedures to best meet the specific goals of 
your business. 

Submitting Accounts for Collection:  

Recovery One makes the account placement process fast and easy for their clients. You can place your accounts by fax, 
regular mail, e-mail, and online through their secure website (www.recoveryonellc.com). You can place accounts 
individually, or in bulk by using a spreadsheet that they will customize for you. 

Collection Process:   

Recovery One will treat your customers with dignity and respect throughout the collection process.  Every account placed 
with Recovery One will receive the first collection call within 24 hours. Their collection efforts are supplemented with 
collection letters and they skip trace for individuals where they are unable to establish contact based on the information 
provided at the time of placement. Recovery One has the ability to report delinquent customers to the various credit 
reporting agencies at the client's request. Recovery One has partnered with collection attorneys nationwide and can place 
accounts with these attorneys for further collection action at the client's discretion. 

Reporting and Client Web Access:   

Clients will receive logon access to their website to monitor collection efforts and the monies collected.  Recovery One will 
provide you with status reports and can customize reporting to fit your needs. 

Pricing:   

Recovery One operates on a contingency fee basis which means you are billed for services only if they're successful 
recovering your money! 

To learn more about how Recovery One can help your business, please call 
Aleta Anthony direct at (614) 408-0122 

* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *  

"Right to Yelp" Laws & Protecting Your Online Reputation 

Article from LegalShield, an AAACT Partner 

Congress is currently reconciling legislation to protect individuals who leave negative online reviews. Non-disparagement 
clauses and defamation suits used to prohibit or intimidate reviewers have led to a number of civil suits in various states. 
Even if a suit is dismissed it can generate costly legal fees for the reviewer. California and Maryland have already passed 
legislation referred to as ‘Right to Yelp’ laws intended to protect reviewers. The pending federal legislation would offer 
broader protection for online reviewers. The following information will help you understand how the law is changing and 
what you can do to manage your business’s online reputation. Call your LegalShield provider for guidance on the law 
where you do business. 

Since the federal legislation is still pending, non-disparagement clauses are still legal in many states. Yelp now places 
warnings on the profile pages of businesses that use them. Non-disparagement clauses and defamation suits often 
generate negative publicity. A recent $1-million-dollar suit, over a negative review of a pet-sitting business in Texas, was 
ultimately thrown out. The case generated national headlines bringing far more attention to the negative review than the 
business likely intended. 

How should you protect your business from poor online reviews? The best way to manage and improve your online profile 
is to focus on building an excellent reputation through great customer service. This will help you build a base of positive 
reviews on a variety of websites. Here are several tips designed to help you avoid common pitfalls and find ways to turn a 
negative review into a catalyst for improvement. 
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• Monitor your online reputation. There are online tools such as Google Alerts and Social Mention that allow you to 
monitor reviews and social media content regarding your business. Read both positive and negative reviews to 
continually refine your customer service. 

• Do not dismiss constructive criticism even if you disagree with the reviewer. Look at a negative review as an 
opportunity to improve. Why do you think the reviewer sees it differently? Getting to the root of the concern may help 
you uncover things you did not know were there. 

• Keep your emotions in check. The best way to resolve the situation is to keep calm and remain professional. 
Turning a negative review into an open argument will only make matters worse.  

• Respond and take action to resolve the matter. If possible address the customer directly to resolve their concerns. 
It is vital to make an effort to win back the customer. Satisfying an unhappy customer may create a more loyal 
customer and ultimately generate positive publicity for your company. 

• Do not respond to harassment, vulgarity or threats. If a reviewer is harassing, you and your employees or using 
inappropriate language you may contact the website administrator and bring the review to their attention. Many sites 
do not allow inappropriate language, threats or harassment in reviews.  

• Do not break the rules. Many sites penalize companies that utilize review schemes, such as creating fake positive 
reviews. The best way to counter negative reviews is to improve customer service. 

To learn more about LegalShield's Legal and Identity Theft Plans for AAACT members, feel free to contact Nick Sullivan, 
919-995-7612, nicksullivanjr@gmail.com. Also, check out the LegalShield link under Partners on the Association website 
www.aaactonline.com. 
* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *  

In Memoriam. 
We were deeply saddened to hear of the recent death of ninety-three (93) year old Annie Jarman "Peggy" Jones, Pink 
Hill, NC.  "Mrs. Peggy" was the mother of Denise Jones Stroud and Debbie Jones, Woodrow Jones Parts, Inc., Pink Hill, 
NC ... longtime Association members.  Our sincere thoughts and prayers are with the Jones family. 
* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *  

Suggestions Welcome 
Every member of the AAACT Board of Directors and Staff welcomes your suggestions, constructive criticism, and 
especially your support on matters of mutual interest.  In the final analysis, the success of any Association and its 
programs depends on the cooperation and support of the members.  In 2017, why not resolve to become an even more 
active, supportive, and participating AAACT member? 
* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *  

AAACT Office Holiday Schedule 
The AAACT office will be closed the following days during the upcoming holiday season: 

• Thanksgiving – Thursday, November 24th and Friday, November 25th. 

• Christmas – Friday, December 23rd and Monday, December 26th. 

• New Years – Monday, January 2, 2017. 
 

 

 

 

--Randy Lisk 

Executive Vice-President 

 

 


